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Decolonising education in Africa: implementing the right to education by re-appropriating culture and indigeneity

FOLUKE IFEJOLA ADEBISI*

Academic Staff, University of Bristol Law School

Abstract

Education in many African states is comparatively characterised by inadequate availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability of education. Nevertheless, evaluations focusing on lack of educational infrastructure and personnel usually ignore the contextual inadequacies of educational provision in the region and the inability of such education to equip its citizens to fit in with and benefit the societies they live in. This educational incompatibility has led to a significant level of unemployment/underemployment, underdevelopment and ‘brain-drain’, as well as some erosion of languages and cultures.

The colonial experience reduced education to a tool of communication between the coloniser and the colonised. Emphasis on the individual and de-emphasis on community and culture resulted in ideological dissonance. Despite post-independence attempts to reverse this, vestiges of postcoloniality in contemporary education remain and perpetuate a myth of inferiority of indigenous knowledge and methods. This deprives the world of a wider range of ways of knowing, pedagogy and epistemologies. The CESCR envisions education for the full development of the human personality of all people all over the world. Therefore, international initiatives promoting the right to education in Africa should take into account the particular positionality, historicity and needs of populations.

Using theories of deconstructive postcolonialism, this article will examine Africa’s education narrative and suggest a critical Freirian approach for decolonising education in Africa. This article contends that un-decolonised education results in epistemic violence/injustice and is thus pedagogically and ethically unsound – violating the right to education.

Introduction

The 1960 UN General Assembly Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples demonstrated an international anticolonial consensus. The declaration asserted the ‘necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its forms and manifestations’ and proclaimed that ‘the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and is an impediment to the promotion of world peace and co-operation’.¹

* I wish to thank Professors Rachel Murray and Steven Greer as well as the anonymous reviewer – their input has enriched this article and myself.

¹ Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, UN Doc A/RES 1514 (XV), 14 December 1960, para 1 (emphasis added).
This was subsequent to a history of African agitation against colonial rule and its system. This included formal colonial education and economics; both were considered unfair and discriminatory. Agitators for independence believed that self-government would reverse this. At decolonisation, administration of all colonies was placed in the hands of Africans educated in colonial schools. However, colonial education had coloured indigenous African thought, classifying it as pre-logical and pre-critical, disregarding the fact that difference will not always suggest inferiority. Post-independence anticolonial initiatives informed by postcolonial writing on the subject have not sufficiently decolonised the socio-political, socio-cultural and socio-economic structures which were colonial inheritances. In 2016, the ‘Rhodes Must Fall’ educational decolonisation movement – started in South Africa with the removal of a statute of Cecil Rhodes – extended to Oxford in the UK. In non-African countries, this debate also suggests making curricula more inclusive.

In Africa, the promotion of the right to education, especially by international bodies, has been focused mainly on improving the availability and accessibility of education. African indigenous knowledge rarely features in this process. ‘Indigenous knowledge’ refers to precolonial African knowledge in and of Africa. It could be argued here that ‘the concept of Africa’, distinguished from the geographical entity, is both a colonial and postcolonial illusion, however, international engagement with sub-Saharan Africa especially, tends to disregard African state particularity and rather focuses on equal African paucity – supposed or otherwise. This article’s treatment of ‘Africa’ is based in part on this prior engagement. As Nyamnjoh laments: ‘Monological, non-reflexive and non-inclusive representations of parts of an arbitrarily mapped-out and confined Africa continue to be the dominant mode of comprehending the continent.’ Oelofsen posits that “Africa” denotes more than a geographical location.’ She suggests that acknowledging the concept of Africa is to acknowledge the effect such conceptualisation has on intellectuality. It is this author’s aim to simultaneously conceptualise and reconceptualise this form of representation.

Syrotinski’s approach and the views of postcolonial African theorists prove very informative to the decolonisation process. Postcolonial deconstruction suggests the possibility and hope of a world of true equality of knowledge, philosophy and thought,
a world where human rights are truly international. Spivak’s writings on the subaltern explore the mechanisms of epistemological silencing, while Freire’s ideas transform decolonisation possibility into potential. The pivotal role of education as a socialisation, liberation and developmental force indicates that an acceptable ‘right to education’ should be complemented by ‘rights in education’. Rights in education require ‘protection of and respect for learners’ cultures, needs and languages’.

This article will examine postcolonial theories as well as the historicity of African education and argue for the possibility of decolonising education. For the purposes of the article, education refers to ‘organized activities that take place in schools that are intended to transmit skills, knowledge’. There is a danger that African governments continue to use education as a tool of subjugation. Using the framework of international human rights law to effectively decolonise education could prevent this.

**Africa and postcolonial deconstruction**

Sertima describes the effects of colonialism in Africa thus:

> No human disaster ... can equal in dimension of destructiveness the cataclysm that shook Africa ... the threads of cultural and historical continuity were so savagely torn asunder that henceforward one would have to think of two Africas: the one before and the one after the Holocaust.

The consequence of the colonial encounter between Europe and Africa was to establish thereafter the parameters for global power and the gateway of acceptable language, knowledge, jurisprudence and thought. The colonial relationship functioned through acculturation mechanisms such as ‘assimilation’ and ‘association’, predicated on presumed African inferiority; these mechanisms were justified by treaties that disempowered and fervent evangelising, as well as arguments that alluded to both imperial profit-making and humanitarian munificence. Mbembé states that colonisation was an enterprise of appropriation, familiarisation and utilisation. The overall result was to effectively silence African history, knowledge and autonomy.

Postcolonial theory analyses the consequences of colonialism on the colonised. Theorists consider the ideas of hierarchical difference in how the image of Africa is...
reproduced or represented in literature as well as new and old media. The idea or invention of Africa cannot be divorced from the ideology that drove colonisation – the distinction between the civilised and the uncivilised. That ideology pervades Africa’s current relation with the rest of the world – power structures, politics, language and knowledge. Chinua Achebe, commenting on Joseph Conrad’s *Heart of Darkness* (1899), states that the book’s thesis is based on a presumption of African savagery, barbarism and intellectual inferiority. Edward Said’s critique of Conrad notes that, despite Conrad’s disgust for colonial horrors, a world where Europe did not exercise mastery over Africa was beyond Conrad’s imagination.

Postcolonial theory recognises that the incompetence and dependence of Africa’s contemporary political and intellectual elite on external approval and assistance result from hybridity of supposed African authenticity and the attempted replication of colonial character, all carried out within an inherited colonial structure. Postcolonialism is concerned with:

. . . the purely methodological question of knowing whether it is possible to offer an intelligible reading of contemporary Africa solely through conceptual structures and fictional representations used precisely to deny African societies any historical depth and to define them as radically other, as all that the West is not.

In other words, postcolonial theory seeks to find the truth about Africa.

Ahlulwalia states that even though postcolonial theory seems to have been mainly concerned with literary examination, it is helpful in ‘suggesting that a polity be examined in totality from the rupturing moment of colonisation’. It can potentially become more than a special branch of cultural studies. Postcolonial theory recognises that ‘whilst retaining its linkages to its European past . . . through the process of hybridisation and transculturation, the African state has been and continues to be inflected locally’. However, a suitably developed theory ‘offers a way to break down the tyranny of the structures of power’, both for the individual and the state.

One of the major structures of power concerns the control of knowledge. Mudimbe and Nyamnjoh suggest that knowledge of Africa is based on three major systems – anthropological science, colonial politics and the ‘civilising mission’. The underlying idea of difference driving these knowledge systems imbued their interactions with.
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practices of acculturation. The systems are supported by what Mudimbe calls the ‘colonial library’ – the epistemology of supposed knowledge of Africa – a system of thought so ingrained in our consciousness that we argue against its theories by referencing its precepts. Mudimbe’s arguments are reminiscent of Foucault, though Mudimbe is aware of his own self-contradictions. Syrotinski translates a metaphor of an African researcher from Mudimbe’s ‘L’autre Face du Royaume’, ‘who rides up and down a lift believing that he or she is in control of its movement, all the while unaware that Western technicians in fact possess the knowledge of its operation and thus ultimately determine the limits of its freedom’. Harrow says of Mudimbe’s arguments, that the retreat from colonialism ‘must transcend the limits imposed on the situation by the refusal of its givens altogether’, questioning the possibility of transcending international life. Mudimbe ultimately realises that we cannot speak of decolonisation without understanding the psychology of colonisation; yet decolonisation cannot achieve a return to precolonial Africa because acculturation is also a fact of history not particular to Africa. Therefore, formal education cannot be wholly replaced by indigenous knowledge, decolonisation should point forwards, not backwards. Deconstructive reading of postcolonial theory aids this possibility.

Deconstruction has as one of its main authors, Jacques Derrida. Derrida sought to question assumptions within Western thought by challenging the premises of stasis and rationality upon which Western philosophy is based. Deconstruction explores accepted assertions to find other meanings than the one constructed: the idea of truth suggests the possibility of fiction, the idea of justice suggests the possibility of injustice. Language, and consequently the world, is shown to be figurative; objectivity can be questioned as it is constructed through unreliable language. Deconstruction asks us to look beyond the text or the ‘representation’ and question the normalisation of the construction of Africa, enabling us to rewrite/reinvent Africa, to de-victimise Africa, to iterate Africa in the context of a possible equal future. Deconstruction is of particular relevance to epistemic violence, which is concerned with dominant knowledge that silences other forms of knowledge; it is the cognitive inability to engage with the truth of another group’s social experience.

‘Deconstructive post-colonialism’ as theorised by Syrotinski is a scholarly process that can potentially reduce the perceived political inefficacy of deconstruction and grant postcolonialism political force. Syrotinski contends that ‘deconstruction as a highly
vigilant reading practice, can inform our critical understanding of specific post-colonial contexts'.

He argues for a closer theoretical relationship between postcolonial theory and deconstruction. Syrotinski maintains that Mbembe’s thesis of ‘writing Africa’ engages ‘in a deconstructive mode of reading that responds to the imperative of a “writing of the disaster”’. He goes on to state that deconstruction teaches us that the historical instances of African trauma ‘are the very condition of the possibility of writing and reading narratives . . . and the post-colonial’. Or, as Mbembe himself suggests, ‘each death or defeat leads to a new appearance, is perceived as confirmation, gage, and relaunch of an ongoing promise, a “not yet,” a “what is coming,” which – always – separates hope from utopia’. Postcolonialism points forward, not with an unshakeable narrative of fatality, but with a narrative of equal freedom and opportunity. Syrotinski states that ‘the work of remembering and mourning is an ongoing collective responsibility, and not simply a civic duty we perform so as to then forget’. Deconstructing the postcolonial speaks of what can be, despite the trauma of colonialism and the incapacity of the postcolonial state.

**Africa, the right to education and Freire’s pedagogy**

In Africa, the right to education is protected by a collection of international, regional and national legislation, but most specifically by Articles 13 and 14 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Protections within regional laws merely reiterate the ICESCR. According to the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), education is a means of attainment of all other rights. The Committee on the Rights of the Child states that education should reflect a balance between promoting the physical, mental, spiritual and emotional aspects and the intellectual, social and practical dimensions of education. The right to education has been described as an empowerment right or a gateway right. Consequently, the right should enable the educated to take control of her life and contribute to the development of her state.

In its General Comment 13, the CESCR provides that primary education should be free and quality education should be available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable. Coupled with quantitative data, such as the ratio of a state’s youth in education and the portion of state resources allocated to education, the foregoing features provide a standard assessment of education. Process and outcome indicators are used to
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determine the suitability of laws and policies and, consequently, the resulting effect of these laws and policies.\textsuperscript{53}

According to UNESCO, sub-Saharan African states are comparatively behind other regions in the provision of education.\textsuperscript{54} In 2012 sub-Saharan Africa had the lowest regional gross enrolment ratio – 20 per cent. North America and Western Europe’s ratio stood at 89 per cent and Central Asia’s at 33 per cent. Provision of early childcare in sub-Saharan Africa stood at 20 per cent – unfavourably compared to Latin America at 74 per cent. Sub-Saharan Africa also had the highest regional numbers of students not in school – at nearly 30,000, almost three times Asian regional numbers. Attainment of literacy skills also suffers as education systems exhibit infrastructural failures in access and learning.\textsuperscript{55} The inadequacies of the education system are played out against a background of high child-marriage rates, parent illiteracy, poverty and political unrest.\textsuperscript{56}

While some regional legal instruments attempted to include ‘African values’ within their standards,\textsuperscript{57} these have failed to be effective as they are attached to legal norms that seem to be in direct contradiction to those propositions. Nevertheless, scholars like Mutua and An-Na’im argue that, without the inclusion of the African perspective in international human rights law (IHRL), the human rights mosaic is incomplete and undemocratic.\textsuperscript{58} IHRL is naturally suspicious of tradition, but if our desire to improve human rights and education is predicated on the inherent value of all human experience, we cannot justly disregard a significant part of that experience in doing so. To achieve universality (and not uniformity) of human rights, a more multifaceted conception of how human rights norms are assimilated by different cultures needs to be attained. Culture could in essence be appropriated as a functional tool to help in the promotion and entrenchment of human rights.\textsuperscript{59} Indigenisation of education measures in Canada, Australia and the Philippines were followed by an increase in student representation from
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marginal groups, a new understanding of citizenship and a more robust curriculum. Freire’s ideas about ‘situationality’ therefore have proven merit.

Paulo Freire was a Brazilian educator whose ideas on pedagogy are encapsulated succinctly in his book *The Pedagogy of the Oppressed* (1968). Freire argued that education was usually structured as a system of knowledge ‘banking’ – collection and regurgitation – that dehumanises the subject. This is reflected in ethnographies conducted in Kenya which showed that, despite code-mixing, the use of English as the primary language of instruction resulted in ritualistic use of language and limited epistemological access. Furthermore, studies in post-apartheid South Africa have suggested that memorisation takes precedence over inquiry. Freire contended that knowledge is formed and reformed through persistent human inquiry about the world. He asserted that education should transcend understanding the world to encompass changing the world; education should transform and empower participants, not make them conform to prototypical representation.

He was a firm believer that education should reflect the lived experiences of participants in education – their ‘situationality’. To achieve these aims, Freire argued that the ‘oppressed’ have to ‘unveil the world of oppression’ themselves. This can be done through an equal relationship of dialogue so that education ‘expresses the consciousness’ of the teachers and students. He recognised that anticolonial leaders may step into the shoes of the colonisers and use education to silence, in a similar fashion to their predecessors. Silence and freedom, he stressed, are a contradiction. Freire understood that education had revolutionary capacities and could be used to change the course of history; in this he mirrors postcolonial deconstruction’s thesis of possibility through education.

His work has had particular significance for pedagogical reform in the African countries of Guinea-Bissau, Egypt and Kenya; his pedagogy is especially relevant for rural Africa where illiteracy is high. While it has been argued that his language is impenetrable, his theories appear to resonate more deeply with people who are subject to
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hierarchical structures of knowledge. Nevertheless, any adoption of a Freirian approach needs to be adaptable to the needs of any population in the twenty-first century. Knowledge is fluid. As Nyamnjoh states, to transcend epistemological blindness, ‘we must not define and confine Africa a priori, racially, geographically or otherwise’.

Conceptual limitations to researching the right to education in Africa

In researching the implementation of the right to education, the individual right-holder should be the focus of attention. However, postcolonial deconstruction posits that the incomplete ideological construction of Africa is a result of filling the cracks of the unknown with the known. Because Africa was unknown, African ‘things’ had to be signs of a prior stage of evolution resulting in a denial of previous undocumented historicity. All theorising about Africa extends from our ‘knowledge’ of Africa as not existing before colonialism, an Africa without political or social structures, without history, literature or philosophy, without art or science, an Africa without education. Our discussions of Africa are ultimately and persistently concerned with social engineering. Freire engages with this by predicing his ideas on trust and humanism. He says:

No pedagogy which is truly liberating can remain distant from the oppressed by treating them as unfortunates and by presenting for their emulation models from among the oppressors. The oppressed must be their own example in the struggle for their redemption.

Current epistemology is derived in an unbroken line of pedagogy from the precolonial to the postcolonial and used to explain all current African phenomena. Therefore, current implementation of the right to education ignores the fact that mimicry of cultural ideology will never become mastery, notwithstanding sincerity of the mimic or the master. As Shizha states: ‘Mental or psychological colonization was conducted through, among other mechanisms, Western education, texts, and literature.’ Defetishising, deconstructing and reconstructing our view of Africa moves us beyond the idea of an immutable dialectic sequence of African instability and averts our gaze from the trauma to individuals. Without acknowledging the wounds of colonialism, healing is impossible and our gaze is incomplete. Our understanding of African crises is reflexively attributed to our construction of Africa as an ‘absolute other’; our gaze of Africa is seen through its representations rather than its substantiation or any engagement with African humanity or the subjects’ lived experiences; these representations confine our collective
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memory to one of absolute night, forgetting the existence or possibility of sunrise.87 Thus academic research ignores the African subject in favour of the ‘African project’.88 This is evidenced by research collection in Africa by non-African academics which is imbued with preconceived representations of Africa and thus focuses on aims congruent with the research agenda but incongruent with the needs of the researched.89

While the idea of IHRL, and thus the right to education, is underpinned by the equality of the human subject, its implementation is powered by the hierarchical nature of otherness and consequently knowledge. Anghie makes a powerful argument for the colonial origins of international law, predicated on the disempowering nature of the idea of difference.90 Otherness, in this sense, differs from particularity – otherness implies difference centred on inferiority; particularity acknowledges individuality and the human dignity of the subject.

The African is torn between a past lost in the mists of time and the fear of losing herself in a modern future constructed on an exogenous template.91 This creates a dilemma from which there is apparently no possible escape: the African cannot be known without the tools of education, yet this education dilutes the authenticity of past experience and makes the knowing superficial. Lorde says: ‘the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house’.92 So modernity cannot be obtained without the African giving away part of her soul; Kingsley suggested that the philanthropist killed the African’s soul to save the African’s life.93 Reconceptualising Africa envisions the possibility of implementing the right to education in Africa without killing the African soul; ‘situationality’ takes up indigenous tools to decolonise education, preventing reproduction of colonial ideas.94 By understanding that our knowledge of Africa is subjective and continually open to contestation, we can explore the performances within languages, international law, history and legal arguments.95 Acknowledging epistemic injustice recognises the ethical and unethical purposes of education in Africa’s history.

The history of education in Africa

Assessment of educational attainment is focused on standards set by the international community and is concerned with postcolonial structures of formal schooling.96 These assessments do not consider decolonisation, or the suitability of the existing education structure for the region, reducing education’s effectiveness as a tool for social development.97 History was removed from Nigeria’s core syllabus in the 1970s, producing
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a generation ignorant of its own history. In most African states education is conducted in a colonial language. According to Namukasa, the school structure and taught content in Uganda has changed little since independence from Britain in 1962.

The quality of colonial education was intentionally poor. Spending on education was low and European powers spent considerably more on education in their own states. In 1935 in Nigeria, only 3.4 per cent of colonial tax was spent on education. The distribution of schools reflected the areas exploited for agricultural produce – the more agricultural produce extracted in an area by the colonial powers, the more likely it would be to find schools; access was restricted for Africans. The content of education will reflect the purposes of education; the purpose of colonial education was to stifle resistance, provide local support staff who could communicate in the required European language and elevate a select few. This created incongruity of content, as Rodney notes:

On a hot afternoon in some tropical African school, a class of black shining faces would listen to their geography lesson on the seasons of the year – spring, summer, autumn, and winter. They would learn about the Alps and the river Rhine but nothing about the Atlas Mountains of North Africa or the river Zambezi. If those students were in a British colony, they would dutifully write that ‘we defeated the Spanish Armada in 1588’... If they were in a French colony, they would learn that ‘the Gauls, our ancestors, had blue eyes,’ and they would be convinced that ‘Napoleon was our greatest general...’

This was in contrast to precolonial communities that thrived on oral traditions, telling generational legends in the humid moonlight, helping to preserve a sense of community, connectivity and continuity. Such communities had a heavy cultural dependence on musical (and mostly legislative) proverbs and lyrical poetry. The colonial education system introduced non-lyrical European languages and the written text; these are more detached, causing a socio-cultural rift in the communicative space. Consequently, many Africans write fluently only in a European language, but speak one or more African languages fluently. This greatly impedes the learning process.
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from thought to writing and back to thought. African literature students will learn more Shakespeare than Soyinka, more Wallace than Wa Thiong’o.

Pierre Forcin, a French colonial administrator, believed that to ensure the continual loyalty of the colonies it was essential that they ‘remain French in language, thought and spirit’. Consequently, there has been focus on English, French and Portuguese as languages of instruction and national communication and also the disappearance of African languages and customs – languages that sustain a people’s worldview. Students were also encouraged to adopt European names. These practices became a useful tool of colonial domination; the ability to speak a colonial language influenced the measure of success attainable for Africans.

These practices have had severe consequences for African education and society. It is suggested that 20 per cent of Africans have a European language as their first language. Adegbija notes: ‘Over 90% of African languages . . . exist as if they don’t really exist; they live without being really alive. Living functional blood is being sucked out of them . . .’ The linguistic dichotomy that occurs in Africa is exacerbated by the fact that perfect translations from indigenous languages are presumed. Yet all intra-African governmental meetings are carried out using a European language, irrespective of fluency. The language-in-education debate has economic and political implications, yet retention of colonial languages may sacrifice learning outcomes and may be predicated on a colonial myth of an insurmountable mass of languages. Though South Africa constitutionalised the equity of its multitude of languages, in practice, African languages exist at the bottom of the hierarchical communicative space. Therefore, while education may be physically available and accessible, the learner suffers a deficit in epistemological access and availability, resulting in pedagogically unsound learning at a high psychological cost. Spivak argues that colonialism is the clearest example of epistemic violence – the stripping of African learners of voice and language.
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Currently, speaking indigenous languages is banned in most African schools. Many textbooks are imported or written in a European language; in Eritrea, education was in English and about the world outside Africa. Knowledge in textbooks is considered paramount and unquestionable. Tests that assess students’ literacy do not consider problems arising from secondary fluency, as these are done in European languages. Someone who is perfectly able to count in her own language would be assessed as having poor numeracy skills in a language she is very unfamiliar with. In many African societies, the language of instruction is rarely used at home and may be inadequately understood by the teacher. Quality education suggests that education should be done in a language that is understood by both the learner and the teacher; alternatively, code-switching and code-mixing should be adopted. Nelson Mandela said: ‘If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his language . . . that goes to his heart.’ For education to be a useful tool of individual and national development, it has to do more than go to the mind. It has to be transformative.

Indigenous knowledge about agriculture, healing and dietary herbs, medicinal practices, societal values, as well as farming systems and artisan communities was swept away by colonial education. Skills considered to be of great significance to an indigenous community, e.g. the language of the drums, bone-setting and knowledge of medicinal herbs, have been lost. Prior to colonisation, there had been different ways of acquiring knowledge in and of Africa, but these were replaced and forgotten. Indigenous knowledge has the potential for increasing global knowledge of agriculture, ecology, politics, sociology and the arts, among others. Implementing the rights to democracy, environment and development may depend on including indigenous knowledge in the framework of global thought. Research tools and methods can be improved by investigating indigenous knowledge.

Therefore postcolonial education ideologically dislocates individuals from their society and, due to limited literacy and numeracy, does not equip them for any other.
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The prestige of education becomes the end of education and its only purpose. Indigenous knowledge is based on a cultural worldview and forms a core of an individual’s identity and connection to her community. Colonised education results in a citizenry with low civil affinity to the state and little technological knowhow, depriving African states of the right to democracy and development. The effect of ideological dissonance is such that the physical is preserved but identity is destroyed; existence replaces living, existence is dehumanised.

**POSTCOLONIAL AFRICAN CURRICULUM REFORMS**

Due to the foregoing limitations of colonial education, there have been several postcolonial curriculum reforms. These attempted to reflect the thoughts of local communities and respond to continental issues. In Tanzania, Nyerere introduced a Freire-inspired farm-school system. In 1995, South Africa included indigenous knowledge in its redesign of the curriculum. UNESCO also backed a programme which seeks to provide inclusive education across Africa. However, reforms have found it difficult to balance internationalisation with Africanisation; it has also proved difficult to combat resistance based on the belief that indigenisation is ‘dumbing-down’. Due to the nature of anticolonial struggles, postcolonial initiatives immediately following independence were characterised by an uncomfortably close relationship between the political and the intellectual. Consequently, African governments have been known to stifle research aimed at redesign for politically selfish reasons. While in countries like South Africa, Malawi, Nigeria and Rwanda intellectuals helped to prop up dictatorial regimes, at other times intellectuals were at the forefront of dissent. Inadequate personnel and research impede continental efforts to reform curricula, while international efforts are uninformed, sporadic and isolated. The Structural Adjustment Programmes introduced to Africa by international financial institutions in the
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1980s and 1990s meant that governmental spending on education was greatly reduced.\textsuperscript{156} African attempts to collaborate with the West in this regard are further encumbered by comparatively higher costs of travel, difficulties in obtaining visas or visiting fellowships.\textsuperscript{157}

Evidently, for educational reform to be effective it needs to be part of an equal international policy. Education on the continent has to respond to the particular issues of the continent. The power behind the universality of IHRL and the right to education can achieve this, if the ‘situationality’ of the educated is taken into account.

‘Situationality’ and the purposes of education

The accepted functions of education in all societies include developing the intellect, instilling societal norms, developing the economy, and job acquisition based on the foregoing.\textsuperscript{158} Therefore, education serves three paramount purposes – to make literate, to conform, to develop/liberate.

According to Nyamnjoh: ‘Education is the inculcation of facts as knowledge and also a set of values used in turn to appraise the knowledge in question.’\textsuperscript{159} However, Africa has had no power to determine what rightly amounts to knowledge.\textsuperscript{160} Knowledge received in informal schooling structures lacks legitimacy. The worldview in formal education is so vastly dissimilar to the domestic worldview that Cleghorn describes going to school as ‘crossing a cultural border’.\textsuperscript{161}

Therefore, Wa Thiong’o suggests that ‘a sound educational policy is one which enables students to study the culture and environment of their own society first, then in relation to the culture and environment of other societies’.\textsuperscript{162}

Indigenous African knowledge has been suggested as a replacement for colonial education. Wiredu argues that conceptual decolonisation must have indigenous knowledge as its focus and not its fall-back position.\textsuperscript{163} This is utilitarian knowledge produced in response to lived experiences; it is typically idiographic knowledge transmitted orally and based on learning by ‘seeing, hearing and doing’ in real-life contexts.\textsuperscript{164} Indigenous knowledge is highly dependent on the specific human condition of the society in which it develops and reflective of the African worldview, thought or philosophy.\textsuperscript{165} Hallen marshals arguments which highlight the fact that resistance to the possibility of African thought shows that our paradigmatic conception of knowledge is impervious to contestation and does not take into account the prospect of plurality of thought.\textsuperscript{166}

The core of education in precolonial Africa was the spiritual and intellectual
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development of the individual as part of a community and was based on the African worldview.167

However, due to the plurality and diversity of African culture, it is not strictly true to say that there is a single African worldview. Therefore, the African worldview is predicated on the fact that it is not singular but diverse.168 Despite this diversity there are points of convergence that suggest shared particularities between the various African worldviews. As Higgs states, accepting diverse worldviews ‘acknowledges lived experience and challenges the hegemony of Western Eurocentric forms of universal knowledge’.169

The African ideology of ubuntu (mostly southern African) means humanness.170 Ubuntu is usually illustrated by the phrase ‘umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu’, which means ‘a human being is a human being because of other human beings’.171 Ujamaa was popularised by Tanzania’s Nyerere and is the idea of the ‘familyhood’ of African society predicated on the ideals of equality, freedom and unity.172 Umunna bu ike (Igbo/West African), ‘brotherhood is power’, suggests social solidarity, emphasises unity and abhors social division.173 The idea of Omolubi (Yoruba/West African) is that of a person defined by her good character, knowledge, humility, respect, hard work and wisdom who engages in a cyclical relationship with her community.174 The inference from the foregoing is that the African worldview is based on the cyclical concepts of ‘being’ and ‘belonging’, where ‘belonging’ is paramount, but to ‘be’ is to ‘belong’. Not ‘belonging’ in a manner understood by indigenous thought questions the purpose of ‘being’.

The acceptance of the African worldview necessarily allows us to change our image of Africa to something transformable.175 Nevertheless, proponents of the African worldview should realise that having a worldview does not preclude the possibility of contestation or change.176 This resistance to contestation has led to a tenacious and blind application of cultural values sometimes detrimental to human rights. Due to the stagnation of culture that occurred as a response to the colonial encounter and its perceived dilution of culture, anachronistic traditional views still exist.177 Therefore parts of indigenous knowledge may be incorrect, outdated and impractical to institute.178 Lack of regulation renders it unsafe to practise in isolation.179 It should be noted that the
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openness to debate and discourse that Freire advocates is a cornerstone of quality education, be it in the turfed turrets of Timbuktu, the consecrated corridors of Cambridge or the hallowed halls of Harvard. Because education is a socialisation tool, contestation within academia will enable the worldview to evolve in line with the thinking of society, rather than setting up an exogenous worldview in eternal opposition to the endogenous one. Decolonising education cannot rely solely on indigenous knowledge.

Mudimbe’s lift metaphor and Lorde’s litany, both cited earlier, illustrate the lack of autonomy that prevents African thought from possessing its own intellectual force. Imbo suggests that most African academics address their intellectual arguments to the African elite or Western scholars, thus ‘smuggling’ Western thought into African philosophy. Also the collection, documentation and preservation of indigenous knowledge renders it open to further dilution. While opening it up to commercialisation may aid its preservation, the survival of African thought as a unique product of Africa’s lived experiences may be jeopardised. However, that is the advantage of decolonising thought. Indigenous thought serves no utilitarian purpose when preserved for the purpose of originality alone – it merely serves as an intellectual ‘other’. Decolonising education suggests that all forms of knowledge equally complete our understanding of the world.

Decolonising education: IHRL, Spivak, Freire and the value of educational research

According to Smith, decolonisation is ‘a social and political process aimed at undoing the multifaceted impacts of the colonial project and re-establishing strong contemporary indigenous nations and institutions based on traditional values, philosophies and knowledge’. Hallen proposes that to decolonise knowledge involves reassessing academic philosophy’s supposedly universal paradigms as Western paradigms. It involves arguing that any non-Western system of cognition deserves an equal hearing. Decolonising education involves deconstruction, reconstruction, re-evaluation and recontestation of knowledge in Africa and the world. Our knowledge of Africa and knowledge in Africa should be completed by the history of Africa.

Colonialism was a geographically and psychologically veiled attack on the heterogeneity of human autonomy, knowledge and thought, from which humanity has not completely retreated. According to Spivak’s discourse, colonialism operated as epistemic violence that silenced its subjects. She states that the voice of the precolonial was subjugated to ‘a whole set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity’. According to Fricker, epistemic/hermeneutical injustice and marginalisation results when a group’s social condition is obscured from collective understanding. Spivak argues that epistemic
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violence can only be defused when the intellectual represents the silenced. However, the African intellectual lacks the structural capacity to represent; the Western intellectual lacks testimonial competence. Consequently, decolonisation of education has to be focused on research-intensive, interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, egalitarian, overt, persistent capacity-sharing and competence-building. As Maggio states: “The academy is both part of the problem and part of the solution.” African states rely heavily on international governmental organisations for financial assistance; this assistance is often predicated on internal acquiescence with international norms that may have origins in colonial thought. Consequently, internal decolonisation of education is fettered by the international community. Surprisingly, communicative incompetence occurs within Africa as most of the issues explored in the preceding sections are not described in IHRL terms. International human rights groups do not engage with the daily social injustice struggles of populations, which leads to a disconnect between the aims of IHRL and domestic civil society because the language of human rights has become a language of privilege. Taking a Freirian approach acknowledges the ‘situationality’ of African knowledge — indigenous knowledge is static, but African knowledge is fluid and may (or may not) encompass indigenous knowledge. Indigenous knowledge that is anachronistic or irrelevant can be preserved as such — knowledge that was. As Hallen argues, knowledge should be democratised, and not defined by reference to a particular cultural worldview. Promoting a dominant worldview silences the non-dominant views. Knowledge that is anywhere should be knowledge everywhere.

Research is the heart of knowledge and education; research into education and the right to education should be aware of the vestiges of colonial knowledge in education. Taking a Freirian approach means that equal and collaborative research should be the main focus of external engagement with Africa. African researchers’ originality and ‘situationality’ run the risk of being rejected for challenging accepted knowledge; thus the most strident academic African voices are diasporic. Intensive African input into collaborative research will ensure that African thought is not silenced and recolonised. Therefore, IHRL should continue to maintain the vanguard of the anticolonial movement.

Decolonising education in Africa should have as one of its focuses the liberating purpose of education. By focusing on humanism as a facet of the African worldview,
equal attention would be given to all forms of knowledge: African identity would focus on ‘looking out’ rather than ‘measuring up’; identity would be self-constructed, capable of dynamism, rather than exogenously constructed and static. National development requires citizens who can self-actualise and self-construct the desired future. Implementation of human rights in Africa should focus on the African mind as well as the African body, thus preserving human dignity. Accounting for the African worldview in African education allows for greater communal responsibility in socio-political national development because the African worldview emphasises individual responsibility to community. Civic education will demonstrate to participants in education that the fortunes of their nation rest in their actions.

Therefore, the main emphasis in decolonising education in Africa should involve a process of continuous and persistent critical engagement with, and selective incorporation of, African knowledge (precolonial or postcolonial), while simultaneously resisting the lure of the instinctive ascription of inferiority to different systems of knowledge. This would give voice to the voiceless African, ensure the socio-political development of her society, and increase the forms of knowing available globally. Quality, acceptable and adaptable education in Africa could ensure the implementation of the rights to development and good governance. Global implementation of the right to education should incorporate the best educational ideas and practices into our understanding of knowledge.

Conclusion

I have argued that un-decolonised education which results in epistemic violence is pedagogically unsound and violates the right to education. Limitations to reversing this in Africa include misconceptions about African knowledge systems and African structural inadequacies. Decolonising education can only be done internationally and within the framework of IHRL. As an African, who was schooled in Africa, I was taught that Mungo Park discovered the River Niger, which was never lost. As a member of the school debating club, I was often called upon to support the motion that colonialism was a good thing, without which we would have been living in trees, lacking government or politics. I was taught that we did not exist as identifiable peoples before colonialisation – we were called out of darkness and made from silence into organised states. Decolonisation of education, knowledge and thought recognises that there are several ways of knowing and being known. Decolonisation of education, knowledge and thought does not ask us to rewrite history, but should allow us Africans the academic freedom to finally write ours, as equal intellectual members of the human race.
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